
COVID-19 Update

Flexible configuration allows for multiple business applications from a single platform, including: 

Business challenges
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The pandemic has resulted in a “new normal,” causing organizations to make necessary changes--and in some cases, concessions--to how their 
data is governed and accessed. The result? Remote computers may be accumulating sensitive company and customer data. Files that 
otherwise would remain on managed content platforms and shared drives may be copied to employees’ local drives for ease of access. And 
connectivity issues may result in customer service cases being documented locally. All of this sensitive data should and can be cleaned up--and 
Data Explorer can help.

PwC’s Data Explorer solution--services enabled by X1 Enterprise™ built on AWS--finds specific information and specific types of information 
across remote computers, offers “silent” administrative review or employee-engaged review, and allows data to be moved, tagged for future 
action, or deleted in place. If needed, targeted data can be remotely collected and loaded into PwC’s Discovery Managed Services platform.

Incorporating Data Explorer can have a valuable long-term impact, too. Organizations that effectively find and manage data can eventually use 
that data to become more innovative, find new opportunities and deliver value.

PwC’s approach - X1 powered by AWS

• Unstructured data poses unique challenges for centralized 
search, remediation, archiving, and collection

• Administrative remediation of potentially sensitive files, 
without employee involvement, carries risks of locking or 
deleting false-positives that need to remain accessible

• Replicating data for centralized review creates additional 
repositories of data that could be subject to legal collection 
or Data Subject Rights (DSR) regulatory requests

• As a PwC-hosted solution, Data Explorer can be deployed in 
days with no infrastructure to install or manage

• Does not require network integration, and traffic does not 
impact VPNs or consume enterprise network bandwidth

• Services are provided on top of integrated technologies to: 
define the approach, design the search & remediation or 
collection package, monitor the deployment and search 
activities, analyze the results, and provide support

A fast solution for
targeted data
PwC Cybersecurity Privacy & Forensics

Govern
Classify & Respond:
Respond to regulatory 
requirements (e.g., 
DSR), or proactively find 
identifiable data

Discover
Define & Collect:
Behind-the-firewall 
discovery with targeted 
collections over the 
Internet

Manage
Protect & Minimize:
Identify sensitive or old 
data, and tag for 
selective migration, 
archival, or disposition

Deals Due Diligence
Review & Discuss:
Search data folders, 
and pinpoint sensitive 
data on endpoints prior 
to network integration

Application Adoption
Target & Measure:
Determine how many 
files exist by application 
extension or size by 
machine or enterprise

Business applications
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PwC’s Data Explorer benefits

What do you want to today?

find

move

tag

delete

collect

Data Explorer combines PwC services, X1’s in-place discovery technology hosted on AWS Cloud infrastructure, and AWS 
CloudFormation to be elastically scalable and rapidly deployable. Information scattered across computers in which there is currently 
limited or no visibility (whether in the office or in remote-work scenarios) is centralized into one view. The metadata and full content 
of files, emails and calendar entries on physical or virtual computers can be identified--and acted on--in a matter of minutes. 
Computers can be on a network, connected remotely by VPN or just connected to the Internet. Other benefits:

● Quick to implement at lower cost: PwC-hosted, cloud optimized platform can be deployed in days, not months, with no 
additional infrastructure and no additional expenses.

● Secure while lightweight: Content is indexed, searched, and remediated in place, and certificate-based security + Internet 
traffic does not consume VPN or corporate network bandwidth.

● More relevant results: Search results can be previewed and adjusted prior to pushing a review, remediation, or collection 
job, garnering more relevant results from a lower volume of reviewed data, which saves time and money.

● Engaged employees improve results + raise awareness: Optional case-by-case user interface (UI) capability allows 
employees to be part of the review process; better results are achieved when employees can review and tag targeted 
information, and employee engagement raises data hygiene best-practices awareness.
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